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Woman from Birka
Interpretation of a rich woman’s grave
from 9th century
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Interpreting Bj 515
Introduction
Since I’ve tasted reenactment of the viking age in autumn 2015 I
became fascinated by almost never ending riches of island Björkö in
lake Mälaren. Birka trading centre with abundant curiosities was really
tempting and my journey has taken fairly long tour through mindless
hoarding of riches to examining specific graves. Now, after all, grave Bj
515 had my full attention. I realise, that reconstructing a grave as if it
was a realistic reflection of a living person is like looking through a
keyhole. Claiming this particular garment as common daily dress
would be just as brave as if future archeologists have claimed that all
men of our time and location have worn only suits, just because of
their presence in graves. Neil Price in his lecture Life and Afterlife:
Dealing with the Dead in the Viking Age on Cornell university has
compared interpreting grave composition to seeing the very last
moment of Hamlet - arranged and dramatised story of the deceased.
Yet still, the rich and exotic goods present in the grave can say
something about the social status of this woman. She must have been
far from ordinary. Unfortunately, documentation of the grave is a little
bit elderly and sometimes we must rely on archeological notes older
than hundred years. Grave was first documented
by Hjalmar Stolpe in 1877. This is my personal
approach to reconstruction and visualisation of
Bj 515. There are few problematic parts
explained below, remarks are welcome.
Bj 515 is located in grave field 2A
north from Borg,
Source: Statens Historiska Museet
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Dressing up
Serkr, the underdress, as mentioned in Rígsþula, is difficult to
interpret due to poor preservation of the material. Hägg (1974)
mentioned around 52 possible remains of linen underdress in the
context of Birka graves, majority (31) was plain linen - case of Bj 515.
Other 21 carried traces of pleating. Unfortunately the fragments seem
too little to show actual sewing pattern. For now, there is no evidence
for shape of sleeves in Birka and today’s common interpretations are
derivative from Kragelund tunic dated to 1045 - 1155 or Skjoldehamn
tunic, carbon dated to 995 - 1029 and find from Moselund dated to
1045 - 1155, thus all patterns dated some time after the downfall of
Birka. Simple T-tunic coming from these is generally accepted as a
“safe” pattern for reconstruction of the underdress. I generally use this
pattern (adjusted by pleating at neckline) while small round brooch is
worn at the neck to close the slit, see option A.
On the other hand, according to Inga Hägg in Textilien und tracht
in Haithabu und Schleswig (2015) Haithabu shows fragments with
disctinctive pattern of a sleeve (H 57) and shaping of armpit (H 72C, H
73) dated into 9./10. century. Even though these fragments do not
come from one piece of clothing, they can tell something about
advanced tailoring skills and general shape of the dress, which were
more fitted to the body and on the basis of time frame are getting little
closer to this particular Birka grave. Grave Bj 515 did not contain any
round brooch at the neck area. Considering material, Agnes Geijer
implies that in Bj 515 was linen tabby as the underlayer. Häag adds,
that one of the linen fragments might have been from serkr, while
others are wrapped around needle in the brooch. Material used for the
serkr is handspun, handwoven vintage linen tabby from 1920s. I have
decided to keep it smooth, as described in Kvinnodrägten i Birka
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(1974), keep the neckline round, and use the shape of a fitted serkr
inspired by Haithabu fragments, implied by Hilde Thunem (2014), see
option B. I consider this interpretation of option B an adequate
possibility for a woman of such riches as in Bj 515 - it corresponds to
the silhouette and sleeves fit so well that they cannot be rolled up for
hard labour.

Sewing pattern A

Sewing pattern B
(Source: H. Thunem - Viking Women: Underdress)

Example of loose dress with
neck opening and pleating (A):

Example of a fitted dress with
round neckline and fitted sleeves (B):
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Smokkr, the upper dress or the apron
dress is closed and tailored according to
suggestions of Inga Hägg, fit to the body
and made of wool. It consists of four panels
with no gores as suggested by project
Historiska Världar.

Shoulder straps are made of vintage
handwoven linen tabby from 1920s sewn
according to Hägg (1974). Majority of
loops found in oval brooches were made
of linen. Shoulder straps are closed by oval
brooches. Thus they become an essential
part of this piece of clothing. Mechanism is
shown in Geijer (1938). Apron dress itself is
made of 2/2 handwoven woolen twill in a
light blue colour suggested by Agnes
Geijer in Birka III Die textilfunde aus der
gräbern (1938).
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Actual find, after Geijer (1938):

Used material:
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Interpretation:
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Accessories
During excavations in 1877 by Hjalmar Stolpe, there was found an
inhumation grave, 1.25 meters deep, later labeled as Bj 515. Excluding
textile fragments, there were found (SHM): two oval brooches of Jan
Petersen type P 27b with iron needles, copper alloy equal armed
brooch with traces of gilding, 6 carnelian beads, 16 glass beads, 3
glass beads corroded and fixed in one of the oval brooches, 6 facetted
rock crystal beads, needle case made of copper alloy with fragment of
wood, scissors, bronze suspension ring, fragment of iron knife and
silver finger ring with violet glass.
Brooches P 27b, Ingmar Jansson, Ovala Spännbucklor (1985):

P 27b is a less common type found only in few copies (one in Birka). It
has probably evolved from P 27a by reducing knotwork and adding
four side “panels” and animal heads, taking a step to symmetry.
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On behalf of brooches, I must admit, that I possess only the more
common type - P 27a, which was used for this costume visualisation.
In Birka it is represented in 5 graves - Bj 462, Bj 657, Bj 385, Bj 559, Bj
646.
Jansson (1985) - knotwork and actual P 27a photograph:

In original find, there were three beads
corroded to the needle fastening. The
assumption is, that jewelry set was hanging
from the upper part of needle. It enables a
very good display for two rows of this
excessive piece of jewellery.

Source: SHM
After Ewing (2007)
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According to aforementioned brooch find, there was a massive
bead set attached to the brooch pins containing mosaic beads, rock
crystals and carnelians possibly of eastern origin, photos below (SHM).

Johan Callmer (1977) provides a typology of this grave find
(quantities in brackets): A020 (1), A065 (1), A172 (1), A231 (1), A250
(1), A342 (1), A345 (1), A346 (1), B011 (1), B020 (1), B261 (1), B433 (1),
B531 (2), B620 (1), C001 (1), G010 (1), G012 (1), G032 (1), S011 (6),
T001 (2), T009 (4), T (1).
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Interpretation of brooches by Pavel Suk:

Bead interpretations by entwerkstatt.de:
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Largest mosaic bead was
placed in the centre. It is logical
due to its large weight. Also,
under the left brooch of the
deceased, there was suspended a
needle case on chain of unique
design:
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Photos by actual find by Pavel Voronin, SHM:

Needle case found in Bj 515 was made of copper alloy and decorated
by straps a spiral decorations. According to notes of Hjalmar Stolpe it
contained also chain.

Reconstruction after Arbman, 1940
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Equal armed brooch (JP58) in this grave is made of copper alloy, has
gilded surface and iron needle. It has undefined corroded textile on
the bottom.

Photos on an
actual find by Pavel
Voronin, SHM:

Possible use is illustrated on the left.
Only, according to Hägg (1971) the
brooch should be placed higher on the
chest. It is clearly connected to
uppermost layer - cloak or coat. In the
grave composition it was found turned
parallel to the body. Fabric used for
shawl is woad-blue 2/2 twill as another
possible colour and functional
interpretation of woollen fragment from
Bj 515 - W 37 described by Geijer
(1938).
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Scissors and knife are not so well
documented, but we can at least
see their position in the grave
according to plan by Hjalmar
Stolpe and Bau (1981) after him.
Also we know the length of scissors
- 14,4 cm.

Reconstruction

(photo SHM after Hjalmar Stolpe`s notes)

f - scissors, g - knife
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The most controversial object raising emotions is the silver ring with
violet soda-lime glass cabochon with early Kufic writing containing
some version of the word “Allah”. Interpretation of the original text and
meaning seems problematic. Certain is, that it is linked to the
Caliphate and in Scandinavia it is one of a kind ring due to the
inscription.

Source: SHM

Interpretation by Sebastian
Wärmländer of Stockholm University:

Source: Arbman, 1940
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Reconstruction was performed by
Pavel Suk. Ring was modelled out of wax
with fitting glass cabochon and cast into
silver. Cufic writing was then carved into
violet glass.
For a very long time it was labelled
wrong in Statens historiska museet - as
gilded silver “Allah” ring with amethyst.
According to Wärmländer et al. (2015)
no gold was present on metal surface
and more interestingly ring still carries
striations after removal of flash and mold
lines after casting process. Considering
they are still present and visible, ring was probably not much worn. On
the other hand, glass carried more traces of wearing that silver. It is the
most exposed part of the ring, so it is not surprising, but there is also
possibility that glass is older than the ring itself so it may have been
reused for a new ring from an older piece of jewellery.
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Adjustments
Grave reconstructions often
encounter few problems
especially with shoes or tools of
daily use. In this case, there is still
a lot to improve so that the
temporary solutions can be
replaced by more accurate ones.
Turnshoes in this presentation
are inspired by Haithabu finds as
implied by K. Schietzel in
Spurensuche Haithabu (2014). In
case of cold weather, undyed
woolen needlebound socks of
ankle length are also worn.
Breakthrough for Birka
reenactors has come this year,
when it was suggested that we
may have fragments of shoes to
be reconstructed. Summary of fragments and possible reconstruction
was provided by russian reenactors and translated by Tomáš Vlasatý
(2018). Shoes are now being made in my friend’s workshop and our
first version is to be tested.

Suggested design after
Goubitz (2007):
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Headgear for this particular
costume is presented as a long
and fine linen veil tied into
simple knot. Even though Viking
Age iconography shows rather
knotted hairstyle than headgear
(see picture on the right is from
Tjängvide stone on the island of
Gotland), I’ve chosen to cover my
hair into linen veil, possible
interpretation of “sveigr” as
Photo: Wikipedia
mentioned in Rígsþula. Word
“sveigja” refers to “bend, bow”. Ewing (2007) implies that it
might have been a narrow cloth wrapped around the head and tied off
at the back or side.
It is highly practical and I believe that a very fine linen veil suits well the
possible status of this woman as according to Hägg (1983) linen and
fine qualities of wool were likely imported, perhaps from the area
around the Black sea and the eastern Mediteranean. Imagining that
such well estabilished woman might have been married - she shall
have her hair covered. But we may never know with certainty due to
lack of fragments.

Photo: Ludwigs Franken
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